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A LEMMA OF ELIE CARTAN

ROBERT MALTZ

ABSTRACT.    We provide in this paper an alternative proof of the

lemma of E. Cartan which states that parallel translation of curvature

and torsion locally determines an affine connection.   Our proof uses

covariant differentiation of tensor fields over mappings in place of

Cartan's exterior differential calculus.

For background and explanation of the method to be used in this paper,

see [l], [2], and [3]-   Our notation is taken from [3L

To state the lemma, we need the following preliminaries.

Let AI  be a smooth manifold with an affine connection, and let   U be a

normal neighborhood of a point p  in  M.    Define the map   F with values in

U by  Fia, t) = exp  (fa), tot ~a - (a , . . . , a") in  R"  and   t  sufficiently small.

Now define  Effa, i) = (e ^(a, t), , . , , e  (it, t)), a field of bases parametrized

by   F, as follows.   Choose a basis  E = (e,,. . ., e  ) for AI     and then parallel

translate   E out along geodesies  gAt) = exp. (fa) to define   E(al /).   Let

^iik    '       anc^  ^'k'       denote the components of the curvature and torsion

tensors with respect to  E(ct, /).

Lemma (E. Cartan).   The functions  Rl..A~a, t)  and T'..(m, t) determine

the connection on  U.

Proof.   We have vector fields  d/dt, d/da , . . . , d/da" defined on the

domain of   F  in  ia,  i)  space.   Now set   Y, = F .d/da , . . . ,   Y    = F^d/da"-

^n+l = F*d/dt; these are vector fields over  F  (see references).   By the gen-

eralized structural equations [3, Proposition 2.2], we have

RYiYn + lY" + l =~yd/»ai7d/dtYn+l + ^ d/et^a/«aiY n+1 + V[e/St.e/d atfn + Y

But the first term on the right side of the last equation vanishes since for

fixed  a, t parametrizes the geodesic gAt).   Also
a

where  T is the torsion tensor.   Thus we obtain

RY.Y      /„+l = Vi/«V7a/«r<r,   Yn + ̂
1   n +1
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the Jacobi equation for fixed  a.   (We have used [d/dt, d/da'] = 0 here.)

Now   Y .  satisfies the initial conditions   Y .(0) = 0  and
7 7

= -g'iO) = - V«7e,. = e .
rV    a oV '

Therefore if we set   Y. = F^d/da1 = A;.t?.,  then A1, are well-defined functions
7 * I    /' I

on  R"     , by existence and uniqueness of solutions to the Jacobi differential

equation.

Next we look at

RYn+iYkS' = -V»/«(V*/i-*'i) + WWf

The last term on the right side of this equation vanishes, since  e. are par-

allel along  g_it).   Setting  Y, . e . = V ke ; we have the system of ordinary

differential equations

iid/dt)r[ .)<?,= R  i     .tt,     e . = .7i'a?,r{   .e ,,

where  a is kept fixed and we use the relation   Y   +1 = g_it) = a'e..    Thus we

have the system

rfT' .M= a{A^Rl ...
K.J k     mij

The initial conditions are given by  I , . e ,l,_n =     gr^ ake  \q = 0  since   e.

are independent of az  at  / = 0.   Therefore the initial conditions are  Y, .1

= 0, and the  Y, . are uniquely determined by the data     But these functions

determine the connection in   V except at p, where it is uniquely determined

by continuity.
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